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Not recommended in its current state due to some bugs and balancing issues. With time, this game should be very enjoyable -
but do not buy it now if you want a seamless experience. It should be a fun few hours of gameplay if given a few months for
updates.. Unique blend of clicker and linear base builder that's definitely worth the price of a gallon of gas to experience. The
pace of the game's progression is spot on - The journey requires heavy interaction to advance, a caveat for idle game enthusiasts,
and while I tend to lean more toward incremental & Idle games, I'm enjoying this game every step of the way. Developer seems
incredibly active and responsive and even implemented a change I requested via Discord. Recommending this game to all
clicker and base builder fans - It really represents an epic game experience you shouldn't miss.. Update review: After a response
from the developer I tried the game again. With the bugs I listed below fixed, the game went much more smoothly than before. I
did get unlucky with a string of ore events that basically halted my progression, but the game went smoothly and I experienced
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no further bugs. I liked the building and upgrading elements of the game, along with the way multiple resources were required
for progression. I hope the developer continues to update the game with more features as I believe that this is a good start to a
possibly deeper incremental game. The only thing in the end that is keeping me from recommending this is the price. Usually
adding IAP would be a better way to monetize a clicker game as $5 is a huge upfront cost to what is at most only a few hours of
gameplay. --o--o--o--o--o--o--o--o--o--o--o--o--o--o--o--o--o--o--o--o--o--o--o--o--o--o--o--o--o--o-- Old Review This game
would have been worth maybe $1 if I didn't find at least 10 bugs within the first hour of playing. As such this is getting a
negative review due to bugs in addition to a ridiculous price tag for an incremental game. Pros: nice animations, somewhat
balanced mechanics. Cons: There is NO prestige mechanic, Game lasts less than 2h. Bugs found in the first hour: - Focus button
timer stuck, can no longer switch focus - Event timer counts down at double the speed of radar timers - Events that require you
to harvest or mine 720 times fail if you harvest even just 1 more than the required amount (ie 721/720) - Pop-up tool tips in the
Facilities tabs do not always show the correct level. (Solar panel was showing level 1 despite multiple upgrades) - Harvest even
rewards don't feel like they scale at all - When clicking on a radar during a positive event, text at the bottom still says it is
reducing the timer by x seconds, when the timer for the event is actually increased - Going to the Diplomatic Panel and back
will reset the Focus buttons / timer - Current Energy is not shown after switching back from the Diplomatic Panel to the main
view. - Next cargo timer does not include the time for the cargo ship animation - Under Cover Objective 1 - Text says to
upgrade to level 10, but the counter on the left is out of x/11 not x/10 There are better free games out there with more depth.
play those instead.. I am happy that devs keep their promise and release the game in time - unfortunatelly it is the only good
information about this microgame. The problem is that this game is so small and simple that it can be done in Unity in less than
few days. I do not understand why it took Cold Coffee Studio so many months to finish such a simple mini game. Game can be
finished in 45 minutes with autoclicker and in less than 2 hours without it (you must click 30 000 times to finish game). Idle in
this game DO NOT work at all. Your max idle income (when all building are max) is 15 credits per second but even single
building upgrade cost like 50 000 000 credits. It looks like devs skipped math lessons in school. The only good news is that you
can buy this game, finish in less than 2 hours and refund.. Very linear, which I usually don't like.especially in a clicker title. The
pacing is great though, and I'm enjoying the buildup in activity while working through the quests. (Most clicker titles I've played
have been about building up passive resource generation that leads to larger and larger numbers without a real goal in sight.this
seems more based on active clicking with quests to complete.) Encountered a few issues and oddities, but by the time I'd logged
out of my first session another patch had already been released that addressed a lot of them. As of right now, I don't regret
spending a few dollars for a couple hours of entertainment. If it continues to improve, that's just icing on the cake. Edit to add:
Logged another half hour offline after the changes, and completed my first playthrough. Short game. Involved enough though to
make me go for another playthrough with the opposing faction. Several updates occurred throughout the day and fixed all the
issues I had with the game. It seems like click speed was limited a bit though, which may make certain parts of it harder. Will
have to play again to see. Overall, the price is still worth it to me to check this game out, and about to get more value for my
money with the next play.. I found a bug that turned my money negative after receiving a new quest, showing proof of the bug
on the discussion boards i come back the next day to see my thread deleted by the game dev. This game had 30mins-an hour of
game play and the price being asked is ambitious to say the least. Nothing more then a quick refund.
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